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Brown: ‘This is the new normal’

Governor surveys areas
burned in Ventura County
as high winds expected
By ELLIOT SPAGAT
AND BRIAN MELLEY
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FALLBROOK — A week of
destructive fires in Southern
California is ending but danger
still looms.
Well into what’s considered
the wet season, there’s been
nary a drop of rain. That’s good
for sun-seeking tourists, but
could spell more disaster for a
region that emerged this spring
from a yearslong drought and
now has firefighters on edge be-

threat of flaring up excause of parched condi- INSIDE
isting blazes or spreadtions and no end in sight Traffic reporters
to the typical fire season. have emerged as ing new ones. High fire
risk is expected to last
“This is the new nor- lifelines for LA
into January and the
mal,” Gov. Jerry Brown residents amid
governor and experts
warned Saturday after the chaos of
said climate change is
surveying damage from wildfires / A9
making it a year-round
the
deadly
Ventura
County fire that has caused the threat.
Overall, the fires have demost destruction and continued
burning out of control. “We’re stroyed nearly 800 homes and
about ready to have firefighting other buildings, killed dozens
at Christmas. This is very odd of horses and forced more than
200,000 people to flee flames that
and unusual.”
Even as firefighters made have burned over 270 square
progress containing six major miles since Monday. One death,
wildfires from Santa Barbara so far, a 70-year-old woman who
to San Diego County and most crashed her car on an evacuaevacuees were allowed to return tion route, is attributed to the
home, predicted gusts of up to
50 mph through today posed a
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A fire engine passes flames overtaking a hillside along Santa Ana Road on
Saturday near Ventura. Crews are battling six major blazes in the region.

COFFEY PARK CHRONICLES » As displaced residents weigh
options, construction firms stake out services for recovery

Ready To Rebuild

Trump’s
vow on
tax bill
U-turns
President’s promise of
relief for middle class
lost in GOP quest to win
By DAMIAN PALETTA
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The GOP
tax plan on the cusp of becoming law diverges wildly from
the promises President Donald
Trump and top advisers said they
would deliver for the middle class
— an evolution that shows how
traditional Republican orthodoxy swamped Trump’s distinctive brand of economic populism
as it moved through Washington.
The bill was supposed to
predominantly deliver benefits to average working families, not corporations, with a
35 percent tax cut Trump offered on the campaign trail as
part of the “Middle Class Tax
Relief and Simplification Act.”
“The largest tax reductions
are for the middle class, who
have been forgotten,” Trump
TURN TO TAX » PAGE A12
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PICKING A BUILDER: Richard Lane is interested in having homebuilder Tux Tuxhorn, who built many homes in the Coffey Park neighborhood three decades ago, rebuild
his home in Santa Rosa. Tuxhorn is one of at least six construction companies offering to rebuild homes in the neighborhood, which was leveled by the Tubbs fire in October.
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

R

ichard Lane needs a builder to replace his burned
Coffey Park home. Along with his neighbors, he
has plenty of choices.
At least a half-dozen home construction companies
are offering to rebuild houses in the northwest Santa
Rosa neighborhood, where more than 1,300 homes were
destroyed in October by a historic
ABOUT
wildfire.
Lane, a former theatrical fight
THE SERIES
choreographer,
and his wife
As part of an ongoing
are leaning toward hiring Tux
series, The Press DemTuxhorn, the same developer who
ocrat is following the
originally built their two-story
residents and recovery
of Coffey Park, the Santa Crimson Lane house. The former
city planning commissioner
Rosa neighborhood
even lived in the home for almost
destroyed by the Tubbs
15 years, from 1991 to 2004.
fire. Read all of the
Neighbors introduced the two
stories online at
men at a meeting a few weeks afpressdemocrat.com
ter the fires. After a few conversations with Tuxhorn, Lane told his wife, Alison, “Even in
this darkest hour, someone is offering us a flashlight.”
Many Coffey Park survivors still don’t know exactly
how much their insurance companies will provide them
to rebuild their tract homes in that compact middle-class
neighborhood. Nor do most know how much they must

TRUMP’S FIRST YEAR

Redefining
what it means
to be chief
By MAGGIE HABERMAN, GLENN
THRUSH AND PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

pay a builder to actually construct the houses.
But at least they know that construction companies
are vying for their business.
The builders include local firms like Gallaher Homes,
Synergy Communities by Christopherson and APM
TURN TO CHRONICLES » PAGE A14

CLEARING
DEBRIS: An
excavator moves
debris at a lot on
Keoke Court on
Thursday in
Santa Rosa.

WASHINGTON — Around
5:30 each morning, President
Donald Trump wakes and tunes
into the television in the White
House’s master bedroom. He
flips to CNN for news, moves to
“Fox & Friends” for comfort and
messaging ideas, and sometimes
watches MSNBC’s “Morning
Joe” because, friends suspect, it
fires him up for the day.
Energized, infuriated — often
both — Trump grabs his iPhone.
Sometimes he tweets while
propped on his pillow, according
to aides. Other times he tweets
from the den next door, watching another television. Less
frequently, he makes his way
TURN TO CHIEF » PAGE A2
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FEMA DEADLINE LOOMS: Monday is the final
day for residents affected by wildfires to apply
for financial assistance via federal program / A3
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Petaluma School of Ballet & North Coast Ballet California Present
Evert B. Person Theatre Sonoma State Universityy
FRI DEC 15TH 7:30PM
SAT DEC 16TH 1:30PM & 6:30PM
SUN DEC 17TH 11:00AM & 3:00PM
Tickets Available at Petaluma School of Ballet at 110 Howard St. • www.petalumaschoolofballet.com • 707-762-3972

